
Semi-supervised / Active 
Grasp Learning

• Where should the robot grasp an object?

• Semi-supervised learning

‣ Combine supervised and unsupervised

‣ Exploit structure of feasible grasps

• Active learning

‣ Choose informative grasps to attempt

• Work with GraspIT simulator
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Wrench Space Visualization
While the numerical quality measures provide
some information about the efficiency of the
grasp, graphical feedback can provide even more
information. One reason 3-D examples are often
avoided throughout the grasp-quality literature is
because of the difficulty of visualizing the results.
A 2-D planar object will have a 3-D wrench
space, but to display the 6-D convex hull result-
ing from a 3-D object, we must project it into 3-
D space by fixing three of the wrench
coordinates. The GraspIt! system allows a user to
chose which coordinates should be fixed and at
what value. Although some choices for the fixed
coordinates may be useful for particular types of
grasps, there are two projections that are of gener-
al use for most grasps. If we fix the torque coordi-
nates of the wrench space to 0, the resulting
projection shows the space of forces that can be
applied by the grasp without imparting a net
torque to the object, and if we fix the force coor-
dinates to 0, we can visualize the space of torques
that can be applied to the object without a net
force acting on it. 

In order to construct a 3-D hull, we first pro-
ject each of the 6-D hyper planes into 3-D. Then
we use qhull to determine the vertices of the
intersections of these half spaces, and construct
the hull bodies, which are presented in the fol-
lowing examples. In addition to the projections,
GraspIt! also shows the components of the worst-
case disturbance wrench, −wmin, as a pair of pur-
ple indicators emanating from the object’s frame
of reference. These help to show where the grasp
is the weakest.

In the example shown in Figures 9 and 10,
the Barrett hand is closed around the outside of
a mug. The purple indicators show that the
grasp is weakest when a disturbance force is
applied in the upward direction (with relation to
the upright position of the mug), and a torque is
applied along an axis between the thumb and
fingers. From the wrench space projection into
3-D force space (upper projection window), we
see that while the grasp can apply a variety of
forces in a horizontal plane, it cannot apply large
forces in the vertical direction. This is because
the contacts are arranged around the outer
perimeter of the mug and there are no contacts
on the top or bottom of the mug. Thus, the
grasp must rely on frictional forces only to resist
a disturbance force in the vertical direction. We
also see from the torque space projection (lower
projection window) that this grasp cannot apply
large moments to the mug without a net force.
This is because the contact normals all point in

Figure 9. A completed force-closure grasp of the mug (top view). The ε1
and v1 values that were computed for this grasp are displayed in the lower
left portion as the values e and v. The pair of purple indicators shows the
force and torque components of the worst-case disturbance wrench. In
the upper left is a projection of the GWS that shows the space of forces
that can be applied to the mug without creating a moment, and in the
lower left is a projection that shows the space of torques that can be
applied without a net force acting on the object.

Figure 10. A force-closure grasp of the mug (side view).

Figure 3: A mug model and its primitive representation.
Because most mugs have a similar size and shape, this sim-
plified model can be used for other mugs as well.

proximal link. A novel clutch mechanism allows the dis-
tal link to continue to move if the proximal link’s motion is
obstructed (referred to as breakaway). An additional motor
controls the synchronous spread of the two fingers about
the palm.
For this hand, we have identified four distinct preshapes

(shown in figure 2), but only the first two, the spherical
and cylindrical configurations, are appropriate for the sta-
ble power grasps used in pick and place tasks. A spherical
grasp is useful for picking up round objects such as spheres
and the top of a cylinder, and a cylindrical grasp, is useful
for wrapping around the side of a cylinder or grasping two
parallel opposite sides of a box. The precision-tip grasp is
best suited for grasping small objects where direct opposi-
tion of the fingers is necessary, and the hook grasp may be
used to pull a handle or in certain situations as a alternate
wrapping grasp when the opposing thumb in the cylindri-
cal grasp would otherwise be obstructed.

4 Grasp Generation

The first step of the grasp planning processes is to gen-
erate a set grasp starting positions. To do this, the system
requires a simplified version of the object’s geometry that
consists only of shape primitives such as spheres, cylin-
ders, cones and boxes. The simplified model does not need
to match the true object exactly, but the choice of primi-
tives will determine the different strategies used to grasp
the object. As an example, we have modeled a coffee mug
with a cylinder and a box which roughly approximate the
shape and size of the cup and handle (see figure 3).
For each shape, we have defined a set of grasping strate-

gies to limit the huge number of possible grasps. A single
grasp starting position consists of a 3D palm position, a
3D orientation which is divided into an approach direction
(2D) and a thumb orientation, and a hand preshape.

Boxes should be grasped using the cylinder pregrasp

Figure 4: Examples for grasp generation on single primi-
tives. The balls represent starting positions for the center
of the palm. A long arrow shows the grasp approach di-
rection (perpendicular to the palm face), and a short arrow
shows the thumb direction (always perpendicular to the ap-
proach). In most grasp locations, two or more grasp possi-
bilities are shown, each with a different thumb direction.

shape such that the two fingers and the thumb will
contact opposite faces. The palm should be parallel to
a face that connects the two opposing faces, and the
thumb direction should be perpendicular to the face it
will contact.

Spheres should be grasped with the spherical pregrasp
shape and the the palm approach vector should pass
through the center of the sphere.

Cylinders may be grasped from the side, or from either
end.

Side Grasp The cylindrical pregrasp should be used.
The grasp approach should be perpendicular to
the side surface, and the thumb should either be
perpendicular to the central axis of the cylinder,
in order to wrap around it, or in the plane con-
taining both the approach direction and the cen-
tral axis, in order to pinch it at both ends.

End Grasp The spherical pregrasp shape should be
used. The palm should be parallel to the end
face and aligned with the central axis.

Cones can be grasped in the same ways as a cylinder.
However, in the case of a cone with a large radius
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